Polemics – Book 130 – Judaism – moshe siselsender vis a vis
MidEastern Mystery Religions
All MidEastern Mystery Religions have the following generic frame work.

[1] There exist a father god.


that the Messiah will be born.

[6] In celebration an evergreen tree is used. Gifts are distributed. And a feast is proclaimed.

[7] This half man half god grows up. He
preaches morality and exposes all corruption of the ruling class.

[8] The elite fearful of the challenge to their hegemony of power bring the half man half god up on criminal charges.
[9] He is found guilty.
[10] He is crucified or buried alive or tied between two trees. When the trees are let loose, the half man half god is torn apart.
[11] He is dead for three days. During this
period he is in purgatory.

[12] after 3 days he is resurrected.

[13] He flies to heaven to join a pantheon of gods and goddesses.

[14] All who accept this half man half god
the son as god together with the father and the holy ghost will achieve eternity in the world to come.

[15] To become part of the son father and holy ghost one must partake of their body
and blood. This is accomplished by eating a piece of bread or a cracker and sipping wine that has been blessed with a special formula that magically transforms them to the body and blood of the
son. Some special verses are also recited by the recipient in the ceremony of communion.

Christians who have a similar ceremony call communion Eucharist or Transubstantiation.
Problems

[1] If there exits three separate gods each one has his own mind. What one thinks and decides could very well be in conflict with the other.
[2] If that is the case, there would exist many conflicting laws governing the Universe.

[3] There would be wars of the gods.

[5] Since that has never occurred
[6] Scientists have concluded that there exists a unified system.
[7] Then it follows that there is but One God, not multiples gods
who guide the universe.

[8] All mystery religions celebrate the death of the son. The crucifixion is portrayed as a form of atonement for mankind to forgive the sin of Adam and
Eve eating from the tree of wisdom.

Problem

In my book 129 I already described the problems. I am not going to repeat.

[9] As long as a religion does not attempt to
merge their faith with Judaism one does not have to SQUARE their new faith AND NOT STUMBLE with objections from Judaism.
Once Christianity merges and claims to be a successor to Judaism it fails when the main critical tenets of the Trinity collide with critical foundations of Judaism.
The most critical problem is the very concept of the Trinity. A fundamental pillar in Judaism is the first Commandment “You shall have no other gods”
At Mount Sinai God exhorted

God can not be seen
God can not be experienced with any other of the senses other than be heard.

God is a pure entity; not a compound.
[12] This point is the dividing line between Judaism and all other religions that have the generic ingredients of a Father Son and Holy Ghost.

[13] Judaism teaches that each person is
responsible for his/her deeds or inactions.

[13] If Adam and Eve sinned God should have stricken them dead.

God should have created another Adam and Eve.
[14] Why does god have to wait centuries and have his son be crucified for the sins of Adam and Eve?

[15] Furthermore, Adam and Eve were not given a trial. The Angels
should have been involved.

One of the Angels should have served as a defense attorney another as the prosecutor. Other Angels should have served as the jury. God
should have been the judge. There was no trial. What kind of justice is displayed?
This is the best defense for Adam and Eve. Since their Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment rights of
the USA Constitution were violated they can not be prosecuted. Therefore they can not be found guilty. Therefore there exits no need for Jesus to be crucified since Adam and Eve are not guilty.
The truth is that God is an honest judge. What is evil is the way God has been painted by all the Trinitarian religions. It is not God who is at fault; but the stubbornness of all who profess to talk in the
name of Trinitarian religions to oppose changing their narrative.

GOD EXISTS AS A PURE UNITY

NOT A COMPOUND OF FATHER
SON
HOLY GHOST.

[15] At the great deluge all of mankind were drowned with the exception of Noah and his family. They were deemed righteous.
If that is the case then it was not necessary for the Son to be crucified. All the wicked and their offspring were drowned.

[16] Judaism when it discusses atonement
for sins always presents a sinner who is alive. When Abraham wanted to save the inhabitants of Sedom and Gemarah they were alive. They had sinned.

[17] Jonah was dispatched by God to
warn the inhabitants of Ninveh that they all would be destroyed after 40 days if they did not repent of their sins. They repented and were saved.

[18] In contrast all the Trinitarian religions
have a son god become the scapegoat for sins of Adam and Eve who lived thousands of years earlier.

THIS NEGATES COMMON SENSE.

GOD GAVE MAN COMMON SENSE TO
JUDGE IF WHAT OTHER MEN PORTRAY GOD MAKES SENSE.

IF NOT IT IS MAN WHO IS WRONG.

MAN THEN IS MANDATED TO RETURN TO THE DRAWING BOARD AND...
PRODUCE A NARRATIVE THAT MAKES SENSE.
IT IS TRUE THAT MAN CAN NOT FATHOM GOD.
NEITHER CAN THOSE MEN WHO PURPORT TO KNOW EVERY THING ABOUT GOD.
THE TEST IS DOES THE NARRATIVE MAKE SENSE???

IF NOT

THIS IS NOT WHAT GOD IS ALL ABOUT.

[19] All these points divide and are a badge
of the fundamental differences between Judaism and Trinitarian religions.

Judaism believes that by definition God can never be born or die. Otherwise He is not God. God can never be
This is an other dividing line between Judaism and the Trinitarian religions. [19] The Bible detests human sacrifices. God does not let Abraham sacrifice Isaac. Yes, he orders him to bring
Isaac as a sacrifice. However at the last moment God forbids Abraham to sacrifice Isaac.

Why would then God have the Son offer himself as a human sacrifice?
[20] Judaism substitutes prayer for sacrifice. God could have had the Son pray. No need to be crucified.

It is the opinion of many Bible critics of the New Testament
that the real reason that Christianity adopted all the generic tenets of the Mystery Religions is because Christianity was hungry and thirsty for new votaries. Therefore they made it easy for a
pagan to become a Christian. Christianity only substituted the name of the son to Jesus.

The setting was substituted to Jerusalem.
The New Testament is a mixture of the moral ethical teachings of the Jewish Talmud with the pagan tenets of the Mid Eastern Mystery religions.

What I am writing is the position of people
who do not accept the Trinitarian beliefs.

For one who is born a Christian there exists centuries since 500 ACE of belief in the theology of the Trinity. For the believer It is a sacred belief and no
one can question its authenticity.

To the believing Christian all the doctrines of the Trinity are real.

It is not my desire to be disrespectful of the cherished beliefs of
Christians. I apologize if in my discussion and presenting the Jewish viewpoint I may have hurt the feelings of believing Christians. The Jewish position is one of accepting the
right of any one not Jewish

TO BELIEVE IN ACCORDANCE WITH HIS/HER ELECTION.

WE BELIEVE THAT AS LONG AS AN INDIVIDUAL IS A GOOD
CITIZEN AND OBSERVES ALL LAWS OF HIS/HER COUNTRY STATE CITY CIVIL BUSINESS MARRIAGE DIVORCE ANNULMENTS CRIMINAL AND ALL
OTHER LAWS THEY WILL GO TO HEAVEN.

Non Jews whose parents did not experience Revelation at Mount Sinai 3500 years ago are blameless if they accept a compound theology.
of God Father Son and Holy Ghost. OR ANY OTHER THEOLOGY

Jews whose fore parents stood at Mount Sinai 3500 years ago received Revelation. Jews must believe in pure Monotheism of
God AND OBSERVE ALL THE LAWS OF THE TORAH.
SEQUEL ROMAN
CATHOLIC AND
PROTESTANT
CHURCHES MUST BE
JUDGED BY AMERICAN
CONSTITUTION
JUDGING THEM BY
STANDARDS OK IN
THEIR MILEAU IS MORALLY CORRUPT. THERE EXISTS NO REASON THAT THEY SHULD BE GIVEN A FREE PASS. ACCORDING TO USA LAW ALL CONTRACTS ENTERED IN WITH THE
CHURCHES ARE NULL AND VOID.

BECAUSE OF THE 1000 YEARS DARK AGES THE PARTIEs WHO entered into the contracts were not aware of the contents.
They were kept in the dark.
They were forcefully kept away from investigating the contents if it was good or bad for them. Therefore all contracts are void.
Reason fraud and coercion exists.

All the leaders are guilty of felony murder.

In an American court they would have been tried on murder and felony murder. Contrary what they
practiced their 5\textsuperscript{th} and 14\textsuperscript{th} constitution rights would be guaranteed.

The moral to all my writing is that there must be enforced with all vigor the separation of religion and state.
We will never see religion change its thousands of years prejudices and biases. Only if religion does not have coercive powers can all men remain free.
Only when there exists a separation as the Atlantic Ocean separates America from Europe can democracy and freedom of religion - the First Amendment remain alive.
Separation of religion and State is an existential battle of life and death.
They were the only humans on the planet. They had sex. So what is the big deal if they were naked?

This is great wisdom? Why would God want Adam and Eve not to have wisdom?
Did God want to institute the dark ages later instituted by the Church for 1000 years? Jesus during his time on earth as a practicing Jew. Only later does the Church claim that
Jewish law was abrogated.

Jewish law prohibits under penalty of everlasting damnation one to sacrifice his life to save an other. Sons /daughters are not to die for the sins of their
fathers. Fathers are not to die for the sins of their sons/daughters.

So why would Jesus die for the sins of Adam and Eve? This was against Jewish Law.

From all of the above it is clear that the whole
The crucifixion story is alien to anything Jewish.

It is an adaptation from the Eastern Mystery religions.

This story is grafted on a Jew by the name of Jesus who was crucified by the Romans. His
crime written by the Roman on his forehead that he represented himself as the king of the Jews. He was a rebel rouser threatening to revolt against Rome.
This is precisely what the Ebyonim claimed all along. Furthermore, the Torah contains in the Medrish on Beraishis that God first created the Torah. The Torah
served as the blueprint to create the world.

God observes what is written in the Torah.

In the Torah it is written" lifnei iver lositen michshol. Before a blind person one is forbidden to place an
obstacle that the blind person can fall.”

God was very well aware that the tree of wisdom was a safety hazard. As such God should have fenced off the tree of wisdom that
Adam and Eve should not get hurt.

God contributed to the sin of Adam and Eve. This is an other defense.

Furthermore, Jewish law mandates that a sinner be warned at the
time that one is committing a sin. Unless one is warned at the point before committing a sin or a crime the defendant can not be executed. Neither Eve nor Adam were warned. This
warning is mandated in order that there exist MENS REA and ACTUS REUS.

Since there was no warning There lacked
the pre-conditions for conviction.

If that is the case there was no place for Adam and Eve to be punished. If that is the case there was lacking an essential element for the make up of a
sin. Therefore there was no need for any forgiveness and for Jesus to die on the cross.

I can go on and on.

I WILL REST MY CASE AT THIS POINT. I WILL
LET THE JURY THE READERS DECIDE

I have the greatest respect for Christianity Islam Hinduism a Budhisim and all other religions.
All my comments what I have written are not meant to find fault with other religions. They all are meant to defend Judaism. Theological issues Christianity has been
dealing with for the last 1700 years.

[1] If Jesus is God how come he was first born 2019 years ago? The world is in existence since 5719 years. Where was Jesus all these years?
[2] If He was in existence all the time for eternity before creation why was it necessary for Jesus to undergo the travail of having developed from a spiritual seed for nine months in Mary’s
womb and then being born?

[3] God is capable of doing any thing. He could have transformed himself into a human being?

[4] If Jesus the Son God the Father and
the Holy Ghost are separate and distinct. Then it is possible that they should differ in many areas. If that is the case there would exist chaos in the universe.
[5] Also if Jesus while he was in Mary’s womb was incapable of taking any action then the universe would revert to chaos. The Universe can not exist without the total
providence of God. If there would exist any disfunction with God the Universe would be destroyed. Since the Universe once created by God never was destroyed, it follows that there
NEVER EXISTED A FRCTION OF A SECOND WITH OUT Providence. Providence always existed.

[6] When Jesus was crucified He was dead Three days. During the
time he was dead He was unable to exercise His role. Wouldn’t then the universe turn to Chaos? The world would cease existing if God would not exist FOR A FRACTION OF A SECOND SINCE THE
WORLD NEVER CEASED EXISTING IT FOLLOWS THAT THE WHOLE STORY OF JESUS BEING IN MARY’S WOMB AND WHEN CRUCIFIED BEING DEAD FOR THREE DAYS IS NO MORE THAN A
CARBON COPY OF THE THEOLOGY OF THE MID EASTERN MYSTERY RELIGIONS.

[7] Jesus with His crucifixion cured the sin of Adam. Adam’s punishment was death. The cure should have
been all votaries of Christ should live for ever in this world. However no Christian has lived for ever. Why not?

[8] Not even Jesus himself when resurrected came back
to life in this world. Why not? [9] Judaism celebrates life. All laws are trumped to save any human life. Why does Christianity celebrate death—the Crucifixion?
[9] To avoid explaining Christianity hides under the mantle of a mystery of God. Why?

[10] Is it wrong to state that all the mysteries are really an excuse for the reality that
Christianity is a carbon copy of the Mid Eastern Mystery religions? Christianity copied from them every thing they espoused.

Then grafted this theology with the Old
Testament. In that way they conveniently claim they are a succession to Judaism.

In order to claim legitimacy they hide every difficult question that makes no common sense like God
is three and yet is One. They claim this is a mystery of God. Thus avoiding to explain an embarrassing contradiction of terms. If God is three then He can never be One. All embarrassing questions
that defy human common sense are placed under the blanket of “God’s mystery”

This proved successful for 1700 years. They gave their theology the protection of the
Gospel- the very Holy word of God Himself. The Church is the vicar of Christ God. They are the only living channel for the transmission of the TRUTH. The Pope and Cardinals possess Divine inspiration.
They never err. They are error proof. One who questions their authority when the Church possessed power was condemned to be burned alive at the stake.
WOULD THE Church ever gain power again they would burn at the stake any one who questions their authority.

For CATHOLICS LIVING IN THE YEAR 2019
THE AUTHORITY OF THE POPE AND CARDINALS IS TRUE. They do not question the origin of the theological positions of the Church.

For Catholics the origin and similarities with
pagan practices do not make a difference.

Christians have a right to believe whatever they elect. It is not our business.

Jews believe that our 4000
years tradition and religion is the truth. Millions of our fore parents stood at Mount...
Sinia 3400 years ago and received all our Torah from God. Judaism is not based on
here say evidence like Christianity from one person Paul or
Islam from Mohammad.